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In The Maximalit Novel, tefano rcolino attempt to identif the crucial
feature of a new genre in proe aed on even novel: Thoma
Pnchon’ Gravit’ Rainow (1973), David Foter Wallace’ Infinite
Jet (1996), Don DeLillo’ Underworld (1997), Zadie mith’ White
Teeth (2000), Jonathan Franzen’ The Correction (2001), Roerto
olaño’ 2666 (2004), and 2005 dopo Crito (2005), an untranlated novel
 the Italian collective aette Factor. rcolino define thi genre, the
maximalit novel, in the following wa; each novel i an agglutination of
thee ten feature: length, encclopaedic mode, dionant choralit,
diegetic exuerance, completene, narratorial omnicience, paranoid
imagination, interemioticit, ethical commitment and hrid realim.
Drawing on the work of Franco Moretti, Tom LeClair and Frederick R. Karl,
who are utilized heavil to outline the theoretical parameter of the
tud, rcolino proceed to invetigate ‘long, uperaundant,
hpertrophic narrative, oth in form and content’ (1). rcolino’
invetigation of form i more ucceful than hi exploration of content.
In the earl chapter, rcolino lean heavil on the work of Franco
Moretti, particularl Modern pic: The World-tem from Goethe to García
Márquez (1996), to align the novel with the epic: ‘a loft and pretigiou
genre’ (13). What i aent from rcolino’ account i the hitorical link
etween the novel and the epic. Nowhere in The Maximalit Novel doe
he connect the author he ha elected with the tradition of author who
erioul (Henr Fielding) or humoroul (Cervante or Laurence terne)
connect the novel to the epic. Thi i not to a that rcolino’ tud i
without ue. He enil propoe ‘the idea of a tem of narrative
genre contantl travered  polphonic and monologic tenion that
cluter, in different hitorical moment, around either the epic or the
novel’ (15). However, he then proceed to largel ignore the epic (or other
genre that inform the novel) and concentrate onl on the novel he ha
choen. While there are ueful aide to the modernit precuror of
Pnchon and compan, the are ketch and underdeveloped. What The
Maximalit Novel doe well i identif common feature that characterize
(ut hardl define) a genre. For example, note the varing length of the
novel he define a long: compare Pnchon’ 700+ page Gravit’
Rainow to Zadie mith’ <500 page White Teeth.
The upide to rcolino’ approach i that the reader get a ver
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ueful nopi of the emergence of generic feature that feed into what
he call the maximalit novel. For example, in the chapter on the
‘ncclopaedic Mode’, rcolino link the emergence of the long,
potmodern novel to the collape of the apparatu of modernim in potWWII America and urope, which undermined the univeralizing drama
that underpinned uch work (28). However, too often, thi chapter – like
other in Part One – read like a ummar other theorit’ opinion on the
matter. Thi ha the unenviale conequence of holding each reference
to hi choen novel to ranom. ach novel i looked at with procriptive
reference to the programme the critic outlined in the introduction.
An example of thi occur when rcolino dicue paranoia in
potmodern fiction in chapter even – omething that i often connected
to Pnchon’ Gravit’ Rainow. rcolino aert the following: thoe
‘apect of the ulime linked to mter and amiguit’ inflect it ‘in a
potmodern ke in aociation with the conpirator imagination’ (107).
o far, o plauile: the ulime of dmund urke and Immanuel Kant i
linked to the profuion of data in novel uch a Gravit’ Rainow and
Infinite Jet. However, what are the ource of thi paranoia? How are
the linked to the uject matter of the novel? We need a little more
than a curor reference to a page or two of thee novel to ee paranoia
in evidence. More trouling though, i the fact that the medium i
divorced from the meage, that i, the maximalit novel (a genre) i
impoed on an author’ proe (a tle) in a general wa. urel, Zadie
mith aimed for more than a imulacrum of the generic feature that
characterized Gravit’ Rainow when he wrote her own novel, White
Teeth. Moreover, ecaue there are no chapter that offer pecific
reading of rcolino’ choen novel, there i perhap a danger that thi
tud offer ammunition to conervative opponent of maximalit (i.e.
experimental, exuerant) novel. Could the not claim, aed on The
Maximalit Novel, that the novel of Pnchon and Wallace are impl a
conglomeration of generic feature, coled together with ingenuit
ereft of feeling, and find their wa into univerit coure ecaue of the
theoretical apparatu literar critic ue to jutif their gnomic claim
aout eemingl unreadale ook?
I do not mpathize with thi view ut one can ee how a reader –
frutrated with one of the novel rcolino chooe to ae – might
ditort hi methodolog in thi manner. A imple remed might ward off
thi ojection to rcolino’ tud: the hitorical and the theoretical need
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to achieve ome kind of nthei. ven Moretti, to whom rcolino defer,
ha now moved toward a technological/tatitical olution to ome of the
prolem he et (ee Ditant Reading, 2013). I do not agree with
Moretti’ concluion in Ditant Reading ut repect hi attempt to read
literar hitor in a new wa.
rcolino ha pointed to man facinating thing within the genre he
define a the maximalit novel. However, the emphai on genre – and
the theoretical apparatu that define it – detract from the engagement
with an author’ tle. Ye, to undertand the tlitic feature of an
author, one mut undertand it generic root, ut urel a great novel
uch a Gravit’ Rainow defie a imple catalogue of it formal
element? Nonethele, I would recommend rcolino’ tud a a
tarting point that provoke the reader. He i, to hi credit, unafraid of
the old tatement. What I would like him to do i all hi clear gift a a
practitioner of literar theor to hi intinct a a reader, there ringing
quetion like qualit, tle, characterization and meaning ack to the
centre of an eentiall facinating quetion: wh have o man
intereting novelit choen to write ook in the mode of Pnchon,
Wallace, DeLillo, mith, Franzen, olaño, and the aette Factor ince
the end of WWII?
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